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Presentation Notes
Explain who we are and what we doThrough an active board of directors and dedicated staffing, we aim to deliver a program of work that is of relevance to our existing members, harmonizes with the strategic objectives of the Alliance, and promotes the growth of the co-op housing movement throughout the world. For smarter sustainable cities and human settlementsSeventy-seventh session of the UNECE Committee on Housing and Land Management13 – 14 September 2016, Tuesday and WednesdayGeneva, Switzerland



Mutual Home Ownership (MHO) 

• UK’s first ecological, affordable 
cohousing project using straw bale 
technology 

• Passive solar design 

• Car-free zone, communal gardens, 
ample bike storage, a workshop with 
bike tools and other equipment, 
shared kitchen, guest room for 
overnight guests 
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Community-led Housing – 
Leeds, England 

LILAC  
(Low Impact Living Affordable Community) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
David Rodgers, former president of CHI and current London Borough of Ealing councillor, has been involved in the Mutual Home Ownership model on which LILAC is based.  It is UK's first affordable ecological co-housing project built using straw bale technology.  LILAC (Low Impact Living Affordable Community) adopted a ‘mutual home ownership scheme’ (MHO). Residents of a MHO Society own shares in the mutually owned property trust and contribute to the repayments on the collective mortgage. The cost of the project is divided into equity shares. The number of shares they own and the payments they make are related to their income.  After some deductions, members can take their equity with them on leaving. LILAC is committed to tackling climate change and reducing the environmental impact of their neighbourhood. They are not just striving to be “carbon neutral” but also to be “carbon negative”, i.e. returning more power than the co-op uses to the national grid. The co-housing community used locally sourced building materials - the walls are made from insulated straw bale and pre-fabricated insulated timber panels. In contrast to a conventionally built home which produces around 50 tonnes of CO2 during its construction, a home built using straw bale as insulation can actually store 12.25 tonnes of CO2! The buildings use ‘passive solar’ design, which means that the insulating materials and design of the buildings combine to store solar heat in the winter and reject solar heat in the summer
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Refurbishment - Berlin 

.  

Before refurbishment:  € 1.30 to € 1.70  
After refurbishment:  € 0.30 to € 0.45  

Energy Savings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustainability and saving of carbon dioxide – in the 66 residential flats above a saving of 270.000 kg CO2/year!
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Housing Co-operatives in Zurich 

• ABZ - largest cooperative in Switzerland - 5,000 homes 
 
• Own and operate 10 solar power plants & 8 solar thermal 

systems 
 
• Online portal shows how much CO2 emissions   are 

reduced with solar energy 
 

• Economical use of space, soil & energy 
 
• Minimal provisions for cars 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Residents commit to renouncing a private car, except if they can prove that the use of a car is necessary for health or professional reasons. In a perspective of ensuring environmental sustainability, a series of funds were put in place: currently, the cooperatives experiment with a surplus payment on an excess consumption of electricity. The money recovered through this regulation is used to develop initiatives in the field of sustainable development, community life and arts.  Data available at all timesOn the new online portal , this can be followed live. In addition, can be checked to see how much CO2 can be avoided by the solar power or how many trees can be saved thereby. For art enthusiasts, there is more detailed information - for the true crack there even a solar power app.�
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HSB Living Lab – Gothenburg, Sweden 

• Co-operation between HSB, Johanneberg 
Science Park (JSP), Chalmers & 
Gothenburg Universities  

• 25 apartments housing students and guest 
researchers  

• Testing architectural and technical 
innovation over a 10 year period  

• Providing knowledge for building homes 
for the future 

• Research on how to reduce resource & 
energy consumption  

• Results will be used by HSB to develop 
solutions to climate change and housing 
shortages 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Architectural and technical innovation being testedSustainability is one of HSB's core values.HSB wants to be at the forefront of the development of a sustainable housing sector.
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NESTown Ethiopia 

• The ABZ used the 
international cooperative 
year to revive the idea 
of solidarity at the 
international level. 

 
• The buildings are used to 

harvest rainwater and 
are built from local 
materials such as 
eucalyptus wood. 

Transferability of the co-operative model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The commitment of ABZ is the development of a co-operative model town for more than 15'000 inhabitants / inside, which allows more space for agriculture and centralized training and health centers. In intensive knowledge and experience with local actors help to promote self-help. It is generally agreed that the future city can be constructed and operated in a sustainable only with a high self-determination and self-organization level.From initial contact to co-foundingIn February 2012, an ABZ delegation first traveled to Ethiopia to meet local actors closer and move the project forward. In July 2012, a return visit took place - an Ethiopian cooperative commissioner visited Zurich.Thanks to the shared commitment could be established under the new model in February 2013 with more than 60 members of a first pilot cooperative.
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Co-operative Housing in Europe  
(% of total housing stock) 

Poland   27% 
Sweden   18% 
Czech Republic  17% 
Norway   15% 
Germany   10% 
Austria   8% 
Switzerland  5% 
UK    0.6% 
 
   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Housing co-ops are one  of the most heavily patronized forms of co-operative in the world – they are the daily context for the quality of life for the member-residents. The potential for co-operative housing as a non-market alternative is enormous and yet it is a potential that as yet is by no means fully realized. (Although there are countries that have achieved positive, large-scale housing outcomes through the co-operative model.) The broader ambition for Co‑operative Housing International must be to raise greater global awareness of the role co-operatives can play in the delivery of housing solutions. Our task is not only to expand our membership to other regions where co-op housing now exists, but to expand the co-op housing “brand” to regions where it does not exist. 
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CHI Membership 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHI Membership – there is strength in numbers! These are some of our more active members. Co-ops gain from being connected to a wider movement. The fifth cooperative principle of education, training and information is what CHI is all about. Members learn and are inspired by the innovations going on in cooperative housing in other countries. Being part of the international movement provides opportunities to make new contacts, make valuable exchanges and discuss solutions to common problems.  Housing cooperatives are more important than ever and it's by thinking and acting collectively that we can demonstrate the power of the cooperative movement.
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